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Marketing charitable bequests to lawyers 
Professor Myles McGregor-Lowndes and Frances Hannah 




Charities regularly advertise in legal journals and supply bequest materials to lawyers, in the 
hope of securing increased bequests.  The effectiveness of these strategies for influencing 
lawyers and their clients appears not to have been measured. 
 
In our research we sought to identify the opinions of Australian estate lawyers about charity 
advertising strategies directed to them concerning charitable bequests, and their professional 
dealings with charities when making wills with bequest provisions. We also sought the 
reflections of charity bequest officers about their attempts to market bequests through 
lawyers.   
Our research indicates that specialist estate lawyers report that they pay little or no attention 
to traditional marketing of charitable bequests to them.  Further, lawyers’ specific information 
needs from charities about bequests are not being satisfied appropriately.  Our study reveals 
that lawyers do seek information from charities in order to write the will’s bequest clause, 
once a bequest has been considered by the client.  Lawyers indicated frustration with 
obtaining this information from charities.   
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We also examined 100 Australian charity websites, embracing small, medium and large well-
known charities. The sample was extracted from a general charity Internet listing. The 
information sought was firstly, whether information on leaving bequests was easily accessible 
and understandable, both from the point of view of busy legal practitioners, and of the general 
public, and secondly, was there an obvious indication of the charity’s formal taxation status on 
the website?  This latter issue was particularly important to lawyers using the websites. 
 
Lawyers and charity advertising 
Lawyers identified charity advertising directed to them as consisting of annual charity 
handbooks published, brochures sent to law offices, letters addressed directly to practitioners, 
advertisements in legal journals that go directly to practitioners, and advertisements in other 
legal journals. Some charity websites also have special sections for lawyers.   
Advertisements through 2009 in three of Australia’s law society journals (Proctor 
(Queensland), the Law Society Journal (New South Wales), and the Law Institute Journal 
(Victoria)),  showed that there were almost 37 pages of advertisements for bequests in these 
journals in the months surveyed.  In addition, the 2010 charity handbook, produced by Pro 
Bono Australia and sent to nearly all Australian lawyers, comprised 40% advertisements for 
bequest and donations from 141 charities out of a total of 80 pages of content.  The cost of the 
charity advertisements in the three legal journals we reviewed for 2009, based on their 
advertising rates, was $155,681. 
All practitioners interviewed regarded the will which included a charitable bequest as an 
exception to the norm. Of course, the inclusion of a bequest in a will can be problematical in 
Australia because of each jurisdiction’s family provision laws.  Lawyers must inform will-
makers about these laws in order to avoid will disputes. Our previous research, in relation to 
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decided cases, has shown that charities left bequests are successful in defending their bequest 
against a family provision claim in only 11 % of such disputes. 
Many practitioners thought that advertising activities directed at them by charities were 
completely ineffective. Their almost universal view was that advertising by charities in legal 
journals was really a total waste of time and money if directed at them, that charity handbooks 
and similar publications were seldom used, and that letters and brochures ‘went straight into 
the bin’. Some admitted that material was put onto a general file, or charity handbooks were 
placed in the firm library.  
Practitioners did not believe that they could influence will-making clients in relation to 
bequests, but rather that the will-makers themselves were the ones needing to be influenced.  
Some practitioners suggested that charities did not advertise enough, so that will-makers (as 
opposed to lawyers) were not aware of them, or just did not think about them when they were 
making their wills.  A couple of practitioners suggested that bequest marketing by charities 
was poorly segmented, so that the wrong groups were targeted for bequests.  Some suggested 
that charities did not need to advertise, but rather to engage in some effective public relations, 
promoting in the mass media the ‘good news stories’ which arose in the course of their work.   
Other practitioners were firm in the belief that advertising just did not work for charities, since 
all bequests, in their experience, were based either in personal ‘stories’ such as family illness, 
or personal connections with the charity concerned (perhaps through volunteering or inter 
vivos giving), or on third party mass media coverage of discrete events which put the work of 
the charity ‘in the face’ of the bequestors. 
It appears that few clients ask for advice on charitable bequests, and that most who do 
eventually make a bequest come through the lawyer’s office door with the specific charity 
firmly in mind. In any event, practitioners were clear that they would not give any specific 
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advice on charities and bequests, since that would be ethically improper.  However, it is 
common for lawyers to have a checklist of issues to raise with a will-maker, and bequests to 
charity would be one of these.  Perhaps this may trigger a ‘yes’ from a client, and put the 
matter forward for consideration by the will-maker.   
Charity publications were of little use to the lawyers. Firstly, they did not share them with 
clients because the issue of choosing a charity never arose, or the lawyer would not offer such 
assistance to a client because of ethical reasons.  Secondly, the main reason for a lawyer to 
have reference to a charity is to obtain the correct ‘legal’ name of the charity for the purposes 
of a charitable bequest, and few would rely on such publications as an indication of the correct 
legal name. This is because often the ‘trading’ or ‘common’ name of a charity is not its legal 
name required in a will, and it is impossible to be certain whether a charity is using its formal 
or trading name in such material.  
Further, lawyers often needed to contact charities for information in preparing a will with a 
bequest.  Lawyers telephoned, emailed or used charity websites to try to ascertain the correct 
name of a charity for the will. There were some comments that the websites were badly 
designed and impenetrable for a person seeking information on bequests.  Most practitioners 
who wished for clarification on bequest clauses used the telephone to contact bequest officers 
directly on the point.  Some mentioned that their phone calls were not returned by charities 
and that often receptionists had difficulty finding the appropriate person in the organisation 
for the lawyer to talk to about the naming issue.  
What can charities do to improve marketing to lawyers? 
Our study indicated that lawyers and charities were at cross purposes in their respective views 
on advertising in legal journals and charity handbooks, and advertising by letters, brochures 
and other documents sent to law offices for the use of lawyers and/or their clients.  Lawyers 
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universally saw advertising in legal journals as having no value – it ‘served no purpose’, it ‘had 
no impact on lawyers’, and lawyers ’never look[ed] at advertisements in [law journals]’.  
Letters, brochures and similar advertising material was viewed by lawyers as completely 
ineffective – they ‘had no room for this type of clutter’, and never used them. Only two law 
firms we interviewed left the material at their reception desks, but never monitored its usage, 
eventually ‘[throwing] it in the bin’. 
 
Charities on the other hand, seemed to see value in these measures, and with one exception in 
our interviews, always engaged in them.  However, when asked whether they had investigated 
the cost-benefit outcomes of this advertising, none had done so, but just continued doing the 
same things without any inquiry into their real effectiveness.  
 
Given that lawyers saw no effectiveness in the measures which are generally undertaken by 
charities in relation to them, did they have any suggestions for more effective measures?  The 
general view was that advertising for bequests did not work for them as lawyers, and should 
be abandoned completely.  Ethically, lawyers cannot recommend a charity for a bequest to a 
will-making client, so it is easy to see why lawyers would view advertising in their own legal 
journals, and directly to their offices, as pointless.  There may be more scope for charity 
handbook advertising, since ethically a lawyer could give one to a client so that the client could 
choose a charity for themselves, but very few lawyers in our survey seem to do this. Lawyers 
most wanted the correct legal name to be obvious in charity handbooks, and in this the 
handbooks fell well short and were not to be trusted. 
 
If charities abandoned what appears to be wasteful advertising to lawyers and law firms, this 
should leave charities more scope to advertise for bequests in open public media.  Since the 
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majority of lawyers interviewed expressed the view that media ‘events’ were much more likely 
to provoke a bequest in a will, this seems a logical response.  Major natural disasters present 
an opportunity for charities to be ‘in the face’ (as one lawyer interviewed put it) of potential 
bequestors, and while charities could not rely on such events as part of their promotional plan, 
there is no downside to making such a media opportunity of use in generating future bequests.   
In addition, media ‘good news stories’ were mentioned by lawyers as effective promotional 
tools in their experience of clients (for example, the Australian television program RSPCA 
Animal Rescue). This suggests that potential bequestors respond to the last media item they 
have heard or noticed about a charity, but this is not news in marketing terms, and whether 
lawyers are correct in their views about this style of promotion is another matter. 
Charity websites 
Websites may be of more use for attracting bequests from the public.  Some lawyers 
interviewed thought poorly of them, but this would not necessarily be the view of potential 
bequestors generally.  Websites which encourage people firstly to make a will, and, as a 
secondary issue, to make a bequest to charity in that will, may be useful (see for example, 
www.includeacharity.com.au), though at present this is unproven. 
 
Only eight of the 100 charity websites we examined had information about official charity 
taxation status, and in seven of those cases this was well-explained.  However, three of the 
eight sites had the information in relatively inaccessible parts of the site, three had the 
information displayed on their donation and bequest pages, while only two had separate and 
complete explanations of their taxation status. Forty-four sites had no information at all about 
either charitable taxation status, or even tax deductibility of donations.  The remainder had 
only a statement about tax deductibility on their donation pages. 
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Finding bequest clauses was not as difficult once the bequests information had been located, 
since on the majority of sites the clauses were on the same page as the information. Three 
sites had a special ‘for solicitors’ area, but only two of these were for bequest clauses, while 
the other was seeking interest from lawyers for the display of the society’s brochures in their 
offices. Twenty-five sites that had general bequest information did not have bequest clause 
information on the site.  In nine of these cases, bequest clause information was available from 
downloadable brochures, booklets or factsheets, and in eight cases, the organisation had to be 
contacted, though in only two of these eight cases was a contact person nominated.  The 
downloadable material was in all cases well-produced, but for the average will-maker the 
information might be complex and difficult to understand.  Perhaps the will-maker is expected 




We have identified that Australian lawyers believe that they are not influenced by charity 
communications in suggesting to clients that they make a bequest in favour of a particular 
charity, or even in favour of any charity. This belief is probably supported by the expressed 
ethical position of lawyers that they will not recommend charitable bequests in general or 
assist a client to identify an appropriate charity as the object of their bequest. This seems at 
odds with the behaviour of national Australian charities which continue to advertise regularly 
in specialist legal publications. It is made all the more perplexing when bequest officers have 
not sought to measure the impact of such advertising on lawyers. 
